
Snap-On Beacon Accessory
for the Phantom Warrior

PHANTOM

We know pilots carry our covert lights to avoid being 
seen, and a 360° visibility strobe light when they want 
to be seen. Every piece of gear counts, and COSTS, so 
we developed a simple optical device to make you 
safer, and save money as well. The new Phantom 
ResQ® optic converts your current, covert Phantom 
Warrior® or Warrior TLS™ flashlight into a powerful, 
highly visible rescue beacon. The same low-signature 
flashlight you’ve used covertly for years can now also 
identify your position with a 360° light beam emitting 
either visible or IR light.

The Phantom ResQ® replaces the cord lock on the 
lanyard on your flashlight. The lanyard remains 
adjustable as before, but when the need arises (and 
we hope it never does), just snap the ResQ® onto the 
top of the light and the most covert of lights becomes 
the perfect safety beacon utilizing any of the built-
in flash modes, or colors, of your light. We’ve tested 
this against the Xenon strobes currently in use, the 
Phantom ResQ® is brighter, and battery life exceeds 
that of Xenon strobes!

Additionally, when the ResQ® lens is installed, and 
the Phantom light is used in a steady “ON” mode, it 
can also be used for temporary TOC lighting or to 
light a small work area or tent.

Phantom Products, Inc., 474 Barnes Blvd., Rockledge, FL  32955       
PH: 888-533-4968          FX: 888-533-5669          Made in U.S.A.       

www.phantomlights.com

Now your Phantom Warrior®

SAVES LIVES
2 WAYS!
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ResQ® Installation Procedure
Your Phantom Warrior® or  Phantom Warrior TLS™ 
comes equipped with the ResQ® lens attached to the 
lanyard. The ResQ® lens remains on the lanyard for use 
at any time.

Simply unwrap the lanyard to free the ResQ™ for use. 

Do not remove the lanyard from the flashlight, or the 
ResQ® lens from the lanyard.

Lightly press the ResQ® lens into the opening of the 
flashlight bezel.

Invert the flashlight and press the ResQ® lens into the 
bezel firmly by pushing from the back of the flashlight.

When pressed into the bezel, the light can be worn by 
the lanyard as usual.

With the ResQ® lens installed, your Phantom Warrior® 
or Phantom Warrior TLS™ is NO LONGER COVERT. It 
is now a powerful rescue beacon, visible throughout 
the hemisphere, with increased intensity along the 
horizontal. 

The Phantom still emits all the flash patterns, 
INCLUDING the S.O.S. signal, and emits in any color 
including Phantom White™, any of the visible colors 
specific to your model of light, or infrared.

To remove the ResQ® lens and return the flashlight 
to covert use, simply pop the lens off by pushing it 
upward with your thumb.

The ResQ® lens is a new addition to the Phantom 
Warrior® and Phantom Warrior TLS™ series of lights. 
Others around you with older light will notice this new 
addition. Simply direct them to our website to puchase 
a ResQ® lens for their existing Phantom Warrior® or 
Phantom Warrior TLS™.

Phantom Warrior supplied with ResQ® lens.

Place ResQ® 
lens onto 
bezel, invert 
onto hard 
surface and 
press into place.

To remove, push up with thumb. ResQ® lens will pop off.


